SS-2010-037

Estimated Creation Time: 2.5hrs

Materials

B

Unit: cm

A:Outer fabric・・・22×46
Underlining・・・22×46
B: Fabric ・・・・・15×21
Fabric for covering weight・・・12×25
Felt・・・・・・・・ 10×10
Quilt Batting・・・ 15×15
Paperweight・・・6.5×2.5（370ｇ）x1

Instructions

A

Size when complete (cm)
16（Length）×13（Height）×8
（Bottom width）

Machine・・・MC11000 SE（recommended）

① Embroider onto the outer fabric cloth of A.
Center

② Sew the sides of A's outer fabric and
underlining respectively.
Fold the each
fabric right sides
together

6cm

1cm seam
allowance

Red work
embroidery
③ Sew the bottom of A's outer fabric and
underlining respectively.
Split seam
allowance

④ Sew both bottom corners of A and
underligning respectively as shown below.

Bottom width:
8cm

Wrong side
out

1cm seam

⑤ Insert underlinging into outer fabric with
right sides together. Stitch the top raw edge
leaving the opening. Then turn the fabric
right side out through the opening.
Match both fabrics
at the center of
Sew around
seams
1cm seam
allowance
Opening
（12cm）

Fold the seam
allowance over
to the back side.

⑥ Make the B part and tuck into A then
topstitch to secure.
⑥-1 Attach the
stabilizer onto the
back of the B's fabric.
Fold in half in the
middle right side
together. (5mm seam
allowance)

15cm Wrong
side

right
side

⑥-2 Turn right side out.
Topstitching 1cm from the
edge.

1

⑥-3 Tuck B into the
A and edgestitch
around top edge to
secure.

B

Tuck in 1cm

A

Edge
Stitch

SS-2010-037
⑦ Make the cookie pattern part.
★Use the circular attachment

⑧ Attach cookie part to the fabric for
covering the wiehgt.
★Use the circular attachment
Center

Felt

3.5cm.

⑦-1 Sew a radius of
3.5cm

Fabric for
Weight
(front)

When using
MC11000SE
Decorative
Stitch

3cm.

○

○
Sew with a radius of 3cm

⑦-2 Sew "Cookie" using Block
font (Ordinary Sewing)
⑦-3 Cut extra fabric around the edge.
Note: Do not cut the stitch.

When using MC11000SE
Decorative
Stitch

⑨ Prepare the weight.
⑨-1 Fold the fabric in half for covering the weight right side together.
Leave an opeing and saw around 5cm radius. (Lock-a-matlc stitch)

Fold right side
together in half.

⑨-2 Leave a 1cm
seam allowance and cut
around the edge.

⑨-3 Turn the right sides
out and insert the
paperweight then close the
opening by hand stitching.
★Insert the
paperweight after
wrapping it with
quilt batting.

Opening 6〜7cm

⑩ Attach the weight to the B's fabric.

Attach the weight (hand
sewing)

Finished♪
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